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A B S T R A C T

With advancements in the understanding of human cancers (carcinomas, sarcomas, and hematopoietic malignancies), molecular profiling, especially
by Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), is playing an increasingly important role in the diagnosis, prognostication, and therapeutic management of
cancer patients. The final and critical step in NGS is the annotation of detected variants and reporting of their clinical significance. Automated
bioinformatics tools are available to assist with annotation, but the final responsibility for interpretation and validation of the annotation rests with
the pathologist who may be constrained by the pressures of clinical sign-out and limited training in NGS. In this manuscript, we detail our experience
in outsourcing variant annotation to a high-quality vendor to improve quality, standardize reporting, and decrease turn-around time of NGS reporting
in clinical practice. We describe the composition of the evaluation team, steps that should be taken to evaluate potential annotation vendors, and
detailed parameters that should be addressed before contracting with a vendor to guarantee the clinical reliability of the reported annotations.

1. Introduction

Human cancers, including carcinoma, sarcoma, and hematopoietic malignancies, have been traditionally diagnosed using
morphology, immunohistochemistry, and cytogenetics studies. However, with the increasing availability of genomic profiling by Next
Generation Sequencing (NGS), mutational status has become important element in the diagnosis, prognostic stratification, selection of
targeted therapy, and clinical trial enrollment for many cancer types [1–5]. This is especially true in the case of hematopoietic ma-
lignancies [6–11]. For example, the detection of SF3B1 mutation and JAK2 mutations have diagnostic utility in the setting of myelo-
dysplastic syndrome or myeloproliferative neoplasms (such as essential thrombocythaemia, polycythaemia vera, or primary
myelofibrosis), respectively [12–14]. The detection of TP53mutations is associated with poor prognosis in most carcinomas, sarcomas,
and hematopoietic malignancies [15]. With advances in NGS technology, large numbers of genes can now be tested efficiently in a single
experiment making clinical mutational profiling feasible to facilitate cancer diagnosis and treatment decisions.

NGS typically involves the following steps: collection of tumor specimens, extraction of DNA from the tumor cells, amplification of
the DNA, primer hybridization or target amplification to create library, DNA sequencing, comparison with reference human genome to
detect variants, and finally annotation of the detected variants to identify clinically significant and relevant variants. Many of the steps in
processing NGS samples and resultant data have been automated using bioinformatics tools, but the final step of annotation still requires
manual curation. Multiple systems and resources are available to automatically pull available information from variable databases or
sources to assist in annotation [16,17]. However, manual review, interpretation, and validation is still necessary, particularly given that
the classifications of some variants are not consistent across available databases [18] such as ClinVar [19], CIViC [20], COSMIC [21] and
dbSNP [22,23]. Final reported variant annotations ideally require input from trained scientists and/or clinicians to help distinguish
between clinically irrelevant variants, variants of unknown significance, and clinically important pathogenic variant. Care must be taken
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to ensure that variants reported as clinically pathogenic are not be germline mutations or benign single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) that are present in normal, healthy cells.

NGS testing is performed in a variety of settings ranging from clinical molecular labs of pathology departments at academic centers to
private for-profit pathology reference laboratories. NGS cases are signed out by pathologists (with or without the assistance of residents
and fellows), clinical genomicists, and PhD level scientists. Many traditional pathologists are heavily trained in the assessments of tumor
morphology, immunohistochemistry, and cytogenetics (karyotyping or fluorescence in-situ hybridization FISH) studies. However, those
trained prior to the advent of NGS may lack a deep understanding of NGS technology. Consequently, they may have limited knowledge
and/or experience in the annotation of detected variants. Furthermore, the heavy load of daily clinical surgical pathology service also
allows only limited amount of time to research and draft interpretations of detected variants. Some pathologists undergo a fellowship
training in molecular genetic pathology to gain a better understanding of NGS techniques as well as annotation. However, even for
trained molecular pathologists, accurate and detailed annotation of the variants is still time-consuming and challenging task.

Another key challenge is the need for standardized variant annotation. Due to differences in knowledge-matter expertise and in the
understanding of the association between a variant and disease, discrepancies may exist between the annotations of different pathol-
ogists for the same variant. This problem is compounded by the presence of conflicting reports in the literature regarding the clinical
significance of some variants. For yet other variants, there are rare or no reports in the scientific cannon. Depending on which studies a
pathologist refers to and his or her subjective assessment of the credibility of those studies, assessment of the clinical significance of a
variant could vary significantly between pathologists.

The assignment of clinical significance of a variant in a disease also requires an understanding of the pathogenesis and context of the
disease. For example, the clinical interpretation of JAK2 mutations in myeloproliferative neoplasms is significantly different from the
interpretation of the same variant in myelodysplastic syndromes or acute myeloid leukemia. Different variants in the same gene also
sometimes carry different clinical significance. Thus, variant-specific annotation is of key importance. Lack of appreciation for this point
and lack of familiarity with functional assessment of DNA mutations, may result in some pathologists reporting a variant as pathogenic
while others not.

Finally, the rapidly changing nature of science poses a formidable challenge. There are scores of new cancer research articles
published eachmonth, and it is often not feasible for a busy pathologist to keep abreast with every new publication in the literature. This
may result in interpretation of variants based on outdated knowledge. Since many annotators use a local knowledge base repository to
populate annotations of previously identified variants, this serves as at timely reminder that these knowledge bases should be regularly
updated.

Thus, there are various factors that may lead to the lack of uniformity in interpreting and reporting the significance of variants
detected by NGS. In turn, this can be a source of significant frustration and confusion for the treating clinician. This is particularly true
for community oncologists whose knowledge about gene mutations may be more limited. Therefore, it is critical to standardize the
interpretation and the reporting of NGS studies. This can be done by implementing internal training, frequent consensus meetings, and
quality control peer review of reports between the pathologists at the same institute. These are methodologies that we have imple-
mented at our institution. However, in our experience, these processes do not obviate all attendant challenges. For example, it is difficult
to bring every pathologist to the same level of knowledge-matter expertise or to achieve complete agreement regarding annotations due
to differences in personal experience or habit, heavy clinical service load, and other responsibilities. There is also a challenge of
pathologist turn-over which requires education and calibration of new staff members to institute-specific consensus interpretations.

Thus, although there was significant experience (with several MGP-boarded faculty) as a whole in our clinical genomics group, based
on various factors we concluded it may be a better approach to outsource NGS annotation to a centralized institute. There were several
potential advantages to this decision. First, it could be cost effective, particularly with regards to complex and/or highly mutated cases,
which could consume hours of pathologist time with little reimbursement for the professional component. Second, it would help with
standardization of annotations and NGS reporting. Third, it would allow us to keep and control the raw data for research and clinical
care purposes. Fourth, we could use the annotation service on an “as-needed” basis. Fifth, 3rd party vendors often employ a group of
annotation experts with comprehensive knowledge and experience in NGS, relevance in disease, and application in clinical practice.
They also have automated algorithms that assist in timely population and generation of annotations. Moreover, third-party vendors
often have large pre-existing databases that allow for more rapid searching of germline and somatic mutation databases and literature,
facilitating pre-population of reports, leveraging of large knowledgebases developed either internally or by virtue of client samples over
years, and decreasing turn-around time. They may also have integrated programmatic mechanisms to facilitate clinical trial matching.

In addition, as discussed above, the landscape of genomics in neoplastic disease is rapidly changing with 80 or more new publications
in the field every week. This prompted us to consider the need to include artificial intelligence-driven or other automated solutions to
facilitate annotations and to potentially address the issue of re-annotation of historical reports based on the emergence of new science,
technologies, trials, and therapies. All these could be better carried out in a standardized fashion by a specialized and expert NGS
annotation provider.

Accordingly, in this manuscript, we described our experience in selecting an NGS vendor and propose recommendations for the
objective evaluation, identification, and adoption of a high-quality 3rd party NGS annotation provider.

2. Evaluation of the potential vendors

To evaluate a list of potential vendors, an evaluation team has to be assembled at the home institution. Then, organized step-by-step
meetings and discussions should be arranged with each of the vendors to facilitate an efficient and productive evaluation. Many details
and parameters need to be evaluated to guarantee the quality and the clinical reliability of the annotations from the vendors.
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2.1. Composition of the vendor evaluation team

To ensure high quality reporting to meet clinical needs, we developed a multi-departmental collaborative taskforce, chaired by
pathology, to come up with a solution to satisfy all stake holder requirements at our institute. The task force included representation
from the following sectors:

a. Pathologist with separate representation from hematopathology and anatomic pathology, given the different genomic needs of each
program.

b. Hematology/Oncology clinical faculty with interest and background in next generation sequencing in order to meet the practical
needs of clinical practice.

c. Bioinformatics core, to ensure that the clinical solution that would be brought in would be compatible with the data warehousing
models at our institute.

d. Information technology team, to ensure that solutions are compatible and can be integrated into the existing electronic medical
record systems in place at our institute.

e. Research support group, to ensure that our solution would be retrievable and be in a format that could potentially facilitate our
research mission.
2.2. Steps of evaluation

Followings are the steps that could be taken for the evaluation of potential vendors.

1. Identification of all potential vendors that provide annotation solutions for NGS. At the time of our initial search, the vendors that
provided annotation services included but were not limited to the following: N-of-One, GenomOncology, IBM Watson Genomics,
Tute Genome Oncology, Foundation One Cheetah, Jackson Laboratory, CollabRx, Qiagen Ingenuity, PierianDx.

2. Preliminary meetings to understand the functionality, architecture, and capabilities of each vendor. These include researching
vendor background, composition of personnel, their experience and expertise, their databases, bioinformatics pipelines, front-end
interfaces, and customer support.

3. Development of an internal team and algorithm to fairly and objectively evaluate between the various vendors to see if they are able
to satisfy the variegated needs of the different stake holders involved. These include evaluation of the turnaround time of the
annotation, quality of the annotation, contents of the annotation, if they meet internal clinical practice requirements, and reporting
format. An ideal vendor should have a platform that can be easily integrated with the internal workflow and the existing information
systems.

4. Clearing of intellectual property and evaluation agreements by internal legal department to avoid any potential legal or intellectual
property issues.
Table 1
Comparison amongst finalist vendors across selected key parameters.

Vendor Cost Structure Turnaround Time Qualification Work flow Clinical
Review by
MD?

Frequency of
Update

Experience

A $100 per case 54 gene
Myeloid Panel for 3–6
variants average.
$75 per Solid Tumor case
$25 reflex per case [if the
variant is not found in
their database it is reflexed
for further annotation]
$5000 implementation

1 business day for the
15 Gene Solid Tumor
Panel
2 business days for the
26 Gene Solid Tumor
Panel and the 54 Gene
Myeloid Pane
3 business days for re-
interpretation of
reports from other
diagnostic companies.
Rapid Insights- Minutes

PhD/MD Manual with
backend
automation

Yes 3 months 7 years
18 K cases
22 K annotations
over 700 genes and
400 cancer
subtypes

B $65/case but could be less
or more depending on
complexity

2–20 min PhD/MD Manual with
backend
automation

No Continuously 18 years
340 K genomes, 30
K publications 10
million clinical
findings

C $50-$200 per report
depending on complexity.

<24 h PhD Manual with
backend
automation

No 6 months, aim
for 3 months

2 years
100s of cases

D $75/report for up to 6
variants

72 h graduate (PhD/
MS)/post-
doctoral trained
experts

Manual with
backend
automation

No Weekly 5 years
15,000 cases
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5. Testing of vendor annotation qualities. This step includes preparation of previous challenging cases, both myeloid and solid tumors,
to test the vendor’s ability to annotate not only variants in the coding regions, but also splice site variants, known artifacts, or benign
SNPs etc. The raw data, typically in VCF format, are transferred to the vendor for annotation as test cases.

6. Comparison of the annotation results from each vendor with each other and with internal annotation data to see which vendor has
the best quality. An evaluation team, including pathologists, clinicians, and molecular scientists would discuss and come to a
consensus about the quality and the ranking of the vendors. For a sample comparison of key metrics, please refer to Table 1 below.

7. Presentation of the consensus to the molecular pathology executive committee for final approval to choose and sign the contract with
the proposed best vendor.

8. Finalize legal terms and sign the contract with the selected vendor.
2.3. Parameters to evaluate

The standardized parameters that we used to evaluate each of the vendors include the following:

1. Qualifications of the personnel doing annotations

An ideal annotation vendor should have adequately trained and experienced personnel to evaluate the biological and clinical data for
clinical annotation. Commercially available solutions have variable staffing combinations that may include:

a. Ph.D. level scientists with experience in next generation sequencing technology, research background (e.g. oncology pathways), and
hands-on clinical training (e.g. knowledge of therapeutic options and prognostic significance and knowledge of active clinical trials),
to perform PhD level analysis.

b. Pathologists and oncologists to validate or modify the annotations.
c. Bioinformatics and information technologists with the capability to integrate guidelines from FDA, NCCN, ASCO, etc. automatically

and ability to combine artificial intelligence analysis.

2. Are annotations automatically generated or manually curated or both?

Both automated and manual annotations approaches are necessary. Automated annotation, possibly incorporating artificial intel-
ligence, is often the first and efficient step to pull in all the information that is available in different publicly available and federated
databases. This job would be time consuming, labor intensive, and almost impossible for human beings considering the large number of
databases and diversity of sources. However, automated annotation usually pulls in irrelevant or even incorrect information. Automated
annotation is also likely to miss some relevant or important information. Therefore, automated annotation should always be reviewed
manually by scientists and ideally by both pathologists and clinicians. The clinician review is important to ensure clinical relevance and
appropriateness. However, software platforms that aid in the collection and categorization of information from different databases like
COSMIC and cBioPortal greatly facilitate manual annotations.

3. What are your criteria for evidence to support an assertion of clinical actionablity for a given variant? (Level of Evidence)

Some annotation vendors have their own levels of evidence, but all should reference FDA, ASCO, NCCN guidelines in final adju-
dication. For example, PierianDx has a five levels of evidence classification: level 1 for variants with direct clinical evidences for their
involvement in the prognosis or FDA approved treatment of the patients’ diseases, level 2 for variants with clinical evidence in other
diseases but not the stated diagnosis, level 3 for variants reported in cancer, level 4 for variants of unknown significance, and level 5 for
SNPs. We recommend, however, that CAP/ASCP and or ACMG/AMP guidelines for annotation should be adopted to facilitate stan-
dardized practice in the precision medicine space.

4. What databases/resources are queried to formulate annotations?

While algorithms are proprietary, almost all vendors include interrogation of publicly available databases such as ExAC, NHLBI, ESP,
dbSNP, COSMIC, TCGA, NCCN, FDA, ASCO etc. Some vendors allow crowdsourcing of annotations from other institutions that “opt in.”
In principle, the more databases or resources included, the more comprehensive the annotations will be. Missing information from some
important databases will make the annotation incomplete and potentially misleading. For example, some clinically irrelevant variants
might be reported as clinically important due to missed SNP referencing of germline databases. Some variants with poor prognosis might
be reported as clinically neutral or good if a seminal study is omitted. However, this can be a two-edged sword. Whenmore resources are
used, this results in more information that needs to be sorted through and vetted. Too much information, especially irrelevant infor-
mation in the annotations, will make it hard for clinicians to read through and challenging to capture the most important information for
clinical practice. Sorting and cleaning algorithms are therefore necessary to handle the input and balance that with the information
included in the annotations.

5. Is there a clinical review before release of annotation?
4
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This is a key factor in determining the quality of the annotation service, because the genomic interpretation needs to makes sense in
the context of the patient and disease. Ideally, there should be a manual clinical review step before the annotations either going to client
or initially getting populated in vendor knowledge databases. Some vendors have clinical review, while some rely on medical directors
at the client facility to determine clinical implications. Either way, it is the responsibility of medical directors at the client facility to
validate and proofread the annotations before reporting.

6. How are variants of unknown significance (VUS) handled?

VUS are variants for which clinical significance has not been clearly established. These could comprise a significant proportion of the
variants reported. However, due to the rapid advancement and intensive work in medical and clinical research, the clinical significance
of more and more VUS will be gradually deciphered. Before that, the annotations might have to resort to a general annotation for that
gene (instead of a variant specific annotation), but this could be misleading given that not all the variants in a gene will have the same
clinical significance. Therefore, efforts should be taken to reduce the number of VUS in a report. To this end, deep dives to look at known
functional domains or similar mutations and creation of inferences may be useful. This is an important area for the clients because it is a
time-consuming process and outside the expertise of many pathologists. Therefore, dedicated efforts from the vendors on this aspect are
of great utility to clients.

7. Are annotations variant specific (as oppose to general about a gene)?

Annotations could be very generic at the gene level or be variant specific. Since not all the variants in a gene will have the same
effects on the function of the gene and the same clinical significance, annotations should be variant specific. Almost all the vendors will
promise to offer variant specific annotations; however, this needs to be confirmed.

8. Are variant allele frequencies reported?

Variant Allele frequency (VAF) is very important information that needs to be reported along with the variants. It sometimes helps to
distinguish clinically significant variants from germline variants. The VAFs of the variants are also of interest to the clinicians in their
assessment of driver mutations, reliability of the variants, clonal architecture, and for the follow up of disease progression or clonal
evolution. Therefore, it is important to confirm that VAF will be routinely reported and easily accessible to the clinicians.

9. How are Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) handled?

SNPs are variants observed in a portion of the general population and are usually deem to be clinically insignificant. We used a cutoff
of 1% allele frequency in the general population to define SNP and to filter them out for reporting. However, some SNPs have later be
found to have some clinical significance and some consider them to be worth reporting. Different institutes might use different cutoffs,
and the same institute might change their cutoff as their knowledge and preferences change. Therefore, it would ideal for the vendors to
offer user-definable cut-offs for SNP reporting to be flexible to the evolving needs in this space.

10. Does the report summarize major findings up front?

As mentioned previously, a simple and straightforward report is particularly important for the busy clinician. Up-front listing of
important mutations with only brief annotations with detailed annotations provided on subsequent pages is one way to balance effi-
ciency with comprehensiveness.

11. Does the report provide more detailed discussion if desired?

It is desirable to have the ability to ramp up the detail level of the annotations for some clinicians that are more at the cutting edge of
clinical research and patient care. Sometimes these are even ahead of the advancements in the field of precision oncology and detailed
information can provide them insights for patient management that may not initially be apparent to the annotating pathologist.

12. How standardized are the annotations, i.e. will the same mutation be reported the same way each time?

This is a key metric for the client and a key factor in quality control. The annotation for the same variant and same disease should be
standardized. However, as more information becomes available, the annotations should be regularly updated and re-standardized.
Different annotations for the same variant are confusing to clinicians and a source of annoyance.

13. How large is your existing annotation database?

Since it is a time-consuming process to accumulate high quality annotations, the bigger the existing annotation database the better.
The size of the database can range from hundreds of variants to as large as 10 million annotations regarding biological, scientific and
clinical findings. However, the annotations can differ significantly in terms of content and focus; thus, bigger is not always better.
5
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Different institutes also have different patient populations and different disease focuses. It would be ideal if the existing focus of the
annotations warehoused by the vendor match the disease areas of the client.

14. What is the frequency of updating the annotations and how are annotations kept up-to-date with the literature?

The annotation should be comprehensive at the time of report and regularly updated to reflect advancements in basic and clinical
research as well as disease treatments. Frequency of updating of the database range from daily to weekly to every 120 days, depending
on the vendor and on the commonness or rarity of the type of cancer of interest. Update of the annotations should use a combination of
approaches, including structured and reproducible automated search and manual review. Automated annotation is an efficient way to
pull in new information and new sources to update the databases. However, manual annotation is necessary to remove irrelevant or
incorrect information. Updates beyond every 6 months would be deemed unfavorable.

15. Are FDA approved drugs listed?

The information about FDA approved drugs for a gene under annotation is very important for patient management and targeted
therapy, and therefore, is mandatory for an annotation service.

16. Do annotations address interactions between multiple genes detected in any given case? How is this determined?

This was a key factor for us, particularly in myeloid malignancies, given that annotation of comutations is less well-defined in this
space as opposed to solid tumors (e.g., KRAS in EGFR-mutated lung cancer). Since many patients carry mutations in more than one gene,
annotations about co-mutated genes is important for personalized medicine, in which each patient is treated differently according to
their genetic profile. There may be predefined rule engines integrated to flag potential interactions. Others look to FDA, NCCN, or ASCO
for guidance. Yet others may be dependent on manual curation of the literature facilitated by computational methods and manual/
automated assessment of affected pathways.

17. Do annotations facilitate triage to clinical trials?

For many patients, especially for refractory patients who failed traditional therapies, clinical trials are their last hope. Most large
cancer centers have many clinical trials for novel drugs and are actively recruiting patients. It is therefore ideal for annotations to help to
identify patients for appropriate clinical trials, especially those that are active at the sponsoring institution. The more detailed the
annotation and the more closely aligned to clinical trials available, the more helpful the annotation will be to triage patients for clinical
trial accrual.

18. How robust is your ability to annotate for large panels (100þ genes, thousands of translocations, exomes, etc.)?

Currently, for hematopoietic malignancies, NGS often focuses on mutations in myeloid neoplasms with <100 gene panels with
notable exceptions. The sequencing efficiency of NGS is rapidly growing and the genes of interest are rapidly expanding. It is deemed to
be more efficient to include many genes in a large panel to cover many different diseases than performing sequencing on many different
smaller panels, simultaneously or sequentially. Therefore, a foreseeable trend in NGS is bigger sequencing panels. It is important to make
sure the collaborating vendor can handle expanding and large sequencing panels to avoid future issues and bottlenecks. It is also
desirable for the vendor to be able to serve future clinical programmatic needs, such as translocations in myeloid neoplasm, lymphoid
neoplasms, myeloma, acute lymphoblastic leukemia, and outreach efforts.

19. What is your turn around time?

Turnaround time is an important factor in our institute, where sometimes treatment decisions or clinical trial enrollment are time
sensitive. The turnaround time ranges for vendor annotation ranges from real-time generation of automated reports (2–20min) to 3 days
for manually curated reports. Factors that affect this include whether or not it involves reinterpretation of reports from other diagnostic
companies and the size/complexity of the panel. Depending on the clinical practice, different institutes might require different turn-
around time.

20. How would you describe your capacity in terms of annotations/week that your team could handle?

This was not an issue typically. Most of the vendors can handle 120 cases per week with ability to quickly ramp up, should the need
arise. But if the vendor has contracts with multiple institutes, the capability to handle your institute’s case volume and potential growth
should be taken into consideration.

21. How much experience do you have in annotating genomic data? The number of cases? For how many years?

As a cancer center that is involved in patient care, the quality of the annotation and the turn-around time are both critical. Therefore,
6
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it is preferred not to contract with a startup biotechnological company without depth and expertise in this field. Vendors that are
available range from a few years to more than 18 years of experience, and from hundreds of cases to several hundreds of thousands of
cases. The more the experience and the better the track record, the more reliable will a vendor be.

22. Is the biology of the gene discussed in the annotations?

Annotations should begin with a short discussion of the biological function of the genes affected and their biological pathways to
facilitate understanding of their role in disease and pathogenesis. This will also help to validate the interpretation of their role in disease
diagnosis or prognosis.

23. Are possible targetable pathways suggested even if the mutation itself is not targetable?

This may be a default setting for some vendors while it is user defined for others. The degree of separation between a variant and
pathway affected may also be defined by the user. Care should be taken in this arena as there is a fine line between mere theoretical
benefit and scientific support.

24. How does the report look aesthetically? Is it easy to read?

This is also an important factor given that it would affect adoption and reception by our end users, namely the clinicians. Some
clinicians have less knowledge and experience in understanding and usingmolecular information for clinical practice and therefore need
the annotation to be simple and straightforward in its assertions of clinical relevance. Even for experienced clinicians, too verbose of a
report is annoying and inefficient.

25. How flexible are the parameters in reporting/annotation output? Can the output be customizable?

This is important because there are different clinical needs for different clinical programs that may require adjustments of the way
the report looks, what is reported, and the order that it is reported in. For example, some clinicians might be more interested in genes
with clinical trials or targeted therapy, while other clinicians might be more interested in genes essential in diagnosis or prognosis. Some
clinicians might only be interested in genes with clinical evidence of relevance, while some other clinicians might be interested in genes
with non-clinical evidence of relevance. Vendors that offer considerable customizability in this regards with modifiable widgets are
desirable.

26. In what format is the deliverable?

Annotations should be easily transferable and accessible. For daily sign out, the annotations should be integrated into the sign out
pipeline of the client facility and easily accessible. For client side storage and data mining, the annotations should be transferable in
batch. Possible formats include PDF, XML, HL7-compliant message, or Word files. XML files are most formatted for parsing and loading
into internal database. The other file formats are also possible to parse but with more difficulty. The method and frequency of annotation
transfer should also be discussed. The annotations can be transferred by data file bulk transfer or interface APIs. The client facility might
have preference of the method depending on their IT support or other preferences. It is ideal to have the annotations as deliverables that
can be searched for validation, quality control, data mining, patient management, or clinical research. The more formatted the deliv-
erable, the easier it is to search. A deliverable in PDF file will be hard to search or to do data mining and is not recommended.

27. Can the annotations be integrated well into data warehousing needs of the client?

The annotation should be easily uploaded or integrated with the client slide database or warehouse. The client database could be
Oracle database, SQL database, or REST-based API. The format of the annotation files or API should be compatible with in-house
database or API and there should be expertise to facilitate the integration or uploading into in-house database for easy information
integration, presentation, and data mining, either for patient management or for clinical research.

28. How does the provided report fit into our LIS (lab information system) for reporting?

The report should be easily connected to and displayed in the in-house lab information system (LIS) and electronic health record
(EHR). Ideally, the annotation should be integrated into the in-house database and easy to pull out with other medical results. However,
with advances in NGS, more and more genes and variants are tested and consequently detected in a patient. The integration and display
could be a challenge to the pathologists and also to the information technology personnel. At our institute, the final report is reported in
the EMR as a clickable PDF file, which is easy to view but introduces extra clicks and steps to open the results in comparison with other
routine lab results, which is less than ideal. Locations to store the PDF files also need to be maintained andmanaged and broken links are
possible. A better method for data presentation and reporting remains an important topic of discussion.

29. Is the informatics infrastructure present for exchange of PHI in a secure manner?
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The exchange of PHI between the vendor and the client should be HIPPAA certified and compliant with cybersecurity requirements
of the institution. An annual audit is important. To maintain PHI security and HIPAA compliance, a HIPAA business associate agreement
should be in place between the covered entity and vendor.

30. What platforms will be used and how easy is it for the exchange of data between the vendor and the client.

For the collaboration to occur, large amounts of data will need to exchanged between the client and the vendor. The specimen
information, the patient information, and VCF files will need to be transferred to the vendor for annotation, while the annotation results
will need to be transferred back to the clients. Without a robust IT platform to exchange the data safely and securely, the annotation
service will unlikely to be incident free or occur in a timely fashion. This could affect the clinical service and the patient care and, at the
very least, affect the turn-around time.

31. What is your cost structure?

Service fees may be charged per case, per case with tiers for number of variants (for example one price if< 6 and another if more than
6 variants), or based on an annual subscription. Other factors that could affect pricing include: pricing based on panel size, complexity,
and volume tier (total cases/year). Custom configuration and integration will typically be an extra charge. Quoted rates could vary from
$25 to $400 per report. Setup fee can run from $5 K to $10 K. License and maintenance fees should also be discussed.

32. Who are your other clients?

Information about other clients a vendor has will yield insights about the complexity of the information a vendor can handle. A
vendor with mostly private practice clients and a vendor with many academic center clients are likely to have different capabilities and
focus. If a vendor has prestigious academic institutes as its clients, it lends confidence that they have passed vetting by another high tier
academic institution and that they carry the experience of practical implementation at such complex centers. In addition, one can re-
quests contact information of other clients to learn from their experiences with the vendor and collect more objective ‘real-world’
evaluation of the vendor under consideration.

33. How is medico-legal liability for annotations handled?

This is a concern for pathology team members. While vendors are intricately and extensively involved in report generation, the
ultimate responsibility (medical and legal) for the report lies with the signing out pathologist. However, some vendors may carry ad-
missions and error insurance, which is worth checking for. Some vendors may provide professional sign-out services shifting liability
from the clients.

34. With regards to customer service and follow up support on questions regarding report, is there something in place?

Sometimes there needs to be further discussion about variants and their significance based on the clinical context or sequencing data
(artifact, miscall, etc.). New annotation issues and new sequencing issues could occur anytime and interrupt the routine sign-out of the
cases and clinical practice. A reliable vendor should have adequate personnel to support concerns with prompt and high-quality
customer service.

3. Discussion and conclusions

Mutational profiling of tumor cells by NGS has become an important part of disease diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment in cancer
care. The annotation of the variants detected is a time consuming but critical process of NGS. Due to cost, time and expertise constraints,
pathologists may decide not to engage in high-volume NGS annotation or may not be able to provide annotations of the highest quality.
A practical alternative is to outsource the annotations to a reliable vendor to reduce the clinical workload of the pathologists and to
provide high quality, standardized reporting to the clinicians. In this manuscript, we outline our experience and recommendations
concerning the composition of the evaluation team, the steps that should be taken to evaluate potential vendors, and describe the
parameters and issues that should be discussed with the vendors or evaluated before a contract is finalized. Our personal final choice of
vendor was based on satisfaction of the 34 parameters delineated above, favorable cost structure, ease of integration, high-quality of
annotations, wide industry adoption, and high-level of customer service. We believe that this information will be greatly helpful to
pathologists and institutes that are considering outsourcing of NGS annotations to improve their quality and turn-around time.
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